VIRTUAL SOCCER ZONE
SUMMER 2024
Virtual Soccer Zone is a unique gaming experience that combines immersion into virtual reality and entertainment with the most popular sport in the world.

The game modes you can play are so impressive and competitive, engaging not only soccer fans but also esport lovers and tech enthusiasts.

- Fan Engagement
- Fully Customizable
- All in One Device
- Brand Activation
- Monetization
- Easy to Use
2 GAME MODES

Virtual Soccer Zone on Oculus Quest includes **2 action packed games**: Goalkeeper and Header!

Score as many goals in a short time or block as many shots as possible!

Become the Champion!

Game over, try again!

**Gaming experience time: 1’30”**
Virtual Soccer Zone is **100% customizable**: uniforms, ball, stadium, sponsors on side-line, ledwalls and much more!
The Spectator Mode allows general audience to watch live gaming video on big screen and to root for their favorite players.

Unlimited number of spectators and even someone who doesn't play will be amazed by this spectacular event.
Virtual Soccer Zone is a very competitive gaming experience with its scoreboard engaging players in the competition and awarding prizes.

With Virtual Soccer Zone it will be easy to create VR Esport tournaments and leagues: the best fan experience ever!
REQUIREMENTS

Minimum space 3mt x 2mt each VR Station

Full HD TV for spectator mode

Covered area without direct sunlight exposure

1 hostess (up to 4 stations)
GET OUR SPECIAL OFFER FOR SUMMER SEASON 2024!

**BASIC OFFER**

**SPECIAL OFFER SUMMER 24**

**€ 1999* **

50% OFF

**STARTING FROM € 3999**

**THIS OFFER INCLUDES:**
- Virtual Soccer Zone customized for your brand/club
- Virtual Soccer Zone perpetual licence for 1 location
- Licenced for unlimited number of devices
- Remote customer service (1 hour for software installation)

**THIS OFFER EXCLUDES:**
- 1 VR Technician for 1 Day onsite for Tutoring & Start up
- 1 Meta Quest 2
- 1 Chromecast with Google TV (HD)
- 1 TV Monitor
- Travel and Accommodation costs

**PREMIUM OFFER**

**SPECIAL OFFER SUMMER 24**

**€ 3499* **

36% OFF

**STARTING FROM € 5499**

**THIS OFFER INCLUDES:**
- Virtual Soccer Zone customized for your brand/club
- Virtual Soccer Zone perpetual licence for 1 location
- Licenced for unlimited number of devices
- 1 VR Technician for 1 Day onsite for Tutoring & Start up
- 1 Meta Quest 2
- 1 Chromecast with Google TV (HD)
- Remote customer service

**THIS OFFER EXCLUDES:**
- 1 TV Monitor
- Travel and Accommodation costs
Orwell is an Indie Game Studio specializing in the development of Cyber Sports: video games in virtual and augmented reality where gamers become genuine athletes.

Orwell has a highly qualified team composed of interface designers, developers, artists and producers who have a solid experience in the gaming industry.